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WELCOME 
 

Thank you for taking the time to download this player pack for the 

Warhammer 40,000 ‘Oblivions Gate’ tournament. The Tabletop Gamers Association is 

proud to support the game of Warhammer 40,000 by Games Workshop® and as a 

player in this tournament it is hoped you will enjoy all that is on offer. It is highly 

advisable to read this entire document so you are clear on what is expected to make 

everything run smoothly.  

 

If you should have any questions or problems they can be directed either:  

• In person at the Tabletop Gamers Association each day we are open,  

• Via www.westgamer.com (username: cjsheridan),  

• Via www.tgapeth.com (username: daexcitedgingerninja), 

• To the TGA email: tgaperth@gmail.com  

 

VENUE 
 

The Tabletop Gamers Association club rooms are located in the Main Hall at: 
 

HIGGINS PARK TENNIS CLUB Inc. 

CORNER OF PLAYFIELD STREET & DEVENISH STREET 

EAST VICTORIA PARK 

WA, 6101 

 

 TGA maintains a very well stocked kiosk which will be available on the day of 

the tournament. You are permitted to bring your own food and drink if you wish. 

Alcohol is strictly prohibited during the event, but is available for purchase after 

6pm from the Higgins Park Tennis Club Inc licensed bar.  

 

SCHEDULE 
 

This event will take place Saturday, 4th February 2012 and Sunday, 5th February 

2012. Tickets have a cost of $30.00 which covers entry for both days of the 

tournament. If you have a Westgamer Membership card then you are entitled to a 

$5.00 discount on the ticket price. If you have a full TGA Loyalty Card you are entitled 

to a $4.00 discount on the ticket price for each card presented. Only one of these 

options can be redeemed and must be presented at time of registration on Saturday, 

4th February 2012.  

 

• 08: 15 am – 08:45 am - Registration (Ticket/Entry payment Saturday, 4th 

February 2012 only.) 

• 09:00 am - 11:15 am - First round.  

• 11:30 am - 13:45 pm  - Second round.  

• 13:45 pm - 14:45 pm - Lunch (plus painting judging (5th February 2012 only). 

• 14:45 pm - 17:00 pm - Third round.  

• 17:30 pm – 18:00 pm - Award ceremony (Sunday, 5th February 2012 only).   



THE STORY SO FAR…. 
 

 The universe holds many secrets. It is an endless void full of strange and 

unexplained phenomena. The rules as we know it exist without question in some 

places, while in others they are as different as opposing magnetic forces.  

 

 One such curiosity is the planet Parinthian…..  

 

 Long believed to be only a place of legend, even amongst the records of the 

ancient races like the Eldar, Parinthian has been a topic of much discussion over the 

millennia. A place of paradise and natural riches beyond any planet currently known 

it is considered a great prize to be had. Expeditions by all races have proven fruitless 

however as the believed location of the planet is different according to each. This in 

turn has only fuelled the legend even more.  

 

 Parinthian is indeed real. It is also not like other planets. Its rules within the 

universe are unique in the fact that it exists based on the actions of sentient 

creatures. Parinthian in fact, exists in multiple universes and uses properties of the 

Warp. Thoughts, actions, genetic makeup, all these things are linked to create a 

reaction with Parinthian’s gravity well that stretched the length and breadth of the 

universe.  

 

Once a strong enough nexus of these events exist close to one another 

Parinthian comes into being at that point in space and time. Those that have been a 

catalyst for the planets sudden arrival, intentionally or not, are teleported to the 

planet surface where they soon discover they are not alone.  

 

Parinthian has arrived once more and war is coming….. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



TOURNAMENT RULES 
 

 ‘Oblivions Gate’ is a 2,000 point Warhammer 40,000 tournament. Please note 

these tournament rules: 

• No more than 2,000 points may be spent on your force (obviously….) 

• Force lists must be submitted in electronic form or printed. No hand 

written force lists will be accepted. 

• Players can request to see an opponents force list at anytime during their 

game. 

• Force lists must be submitted to tgaperth@gmail.com by 17:00pm 

Thursday, 2nd February 2012. NO force list will be accepted after this point. 

• Tickets are non-refundable. 

• You must choose your forces from those listed in the current army codex. 

• Where point values/rules differ from White Dwarf® magazine and the 

current army codex, the army codex takes precedence. 

• Miniature substitutions are allowed however they must clearly represent 

the model they are being substituted for.  If you are unsure check with the 

TO's prior to the event. 

• The army must be ‘what you see is what you get’. 

• Terrain is set up before each game by the tournament organisers and 

must not be re-arranged.  

• Players should decide on the appropriate rules for each terrain piece 

before sides are rolled. The event organisers will decide for you should at 

least one player at the table request it. 

• Mobile Phone/PDA equipment to be switched to silent/off.  

• The event organisers’ word is final.  

 

SCENARIO RULES 
 

At ‘Oblivions Gate’ you will play a total of six games over two days using 

missions from the Standard Rulebook. All Missions and deployment types should be 

rolled for at beginning of each round, between players. Each game will be played on a 

6’ x 4’ tabletop that will contain terrain appropriate to play each mission.  There will 

be a 30 minute remaining call towards the end of each round. Once the final call has 

been made all play ends immediately.  

 

The kicker for this tournament other than being a 2000 point tournament is 

all Troop choices have the “Without Number” special rule. This does not include 

transports bought for the Troop selection. Thus, if a Troop unit is destroyed 

completely, or flees off a table edge, a fresh unit armed and outfitted in the exact way 

the original unit was (as per your army list) will come on from your board edge in 

your next turn (as per deployment rules for your current scenario). No reserve roll is 
required. 

 



The second major change is where ever a mission calls for “kill points” to 

decide the victor, use Victory Points instead. Victory Points are to be calculated as 

follows: 

Unit Destroyed completely or flee off board edge or never arrived from 

reserve: Full points  

Unit below Half Strength or fleeing at the end of battle: Half Points 

Vehicle Destroyed or Wrecked: Full Points 

Vehicle Suffering immobilization or a Weapon Destroyed result: Half Points 

Monstrous Creature: Killed: Full Points 

Monstrous Creature: Below half wounds: Half Points 

*Each of these scores are awarded each time the unit is destroyed so if a 

troop comes back on and is reduced to below half strength, you will receive full 

victory points of the unit (for destroying it once) + half points (for reducing them 

below half strength when they came back onto the board ). 

 

Note: If you are using a force/miniature that is not from the current army 

codex it is required to have the original information present to show your opponent. 

Failure to provide this information will result in you being issued a ‘loss’ for that 

round. 

                    POST BATTLE PAPERWORK 

  

Each table will be given a results card which needs to be completed at the end of 

each round. If the results card is filled out incorrectly then both players will be 

issued a ‘Loss’ regardless of what the actual result was in the round. Get the event 

organisers to check your work to make sure it is fine before you submit, just to make 

sure. 

 Results are worked out as follows: 

• Win = 10 Battle Points 

• Draw = 5 Battle Points (if victory point difference 100 or less) 

• Loss = 1 Battle Points 
 

This gives a total potential score of 60 battle points (or 60% of overall in 

Generalship) 

AWARDS 
 

 The awards ceremony will take place as soon as possible after the final 

round. Players are encouraged, but not required, to stay to receive any awards they 

are eligible for. The awards are as follows: 

 

- LORD SUPREME COMMANDER - 

 
This is awarded to the player who scored the highest overall combined 

amount of points, out of battle, painting, sportsmanship and bonus, over the two days. 

Should more than one player end with equal highest point scores then the player 

who had the highest amount of battle points is the winner. Any result past this point 

will default to the event organisers declaring the winner. 



 

- EMPORER’S CHAMPION - 
 

 This is awarded to the player who scored the highest amount of battle points 

during the tournament. Should more than one player end with equal highest battle 

point scores then the player who scored highest in the Death Dealer Extraordinaire 

category is the winner. Any result past this point will default to the event organisers 

declaring the winner.   

 

- ARTISAN OF DEATH - 

 
This is awarded to the player who scores the highest for painting and 

converting of their army. During the lunch break of day two players will be asked to 

display their force on the last board they played on. Players should mark out one 

showcase model or one showcase squadron/squad. We will be using a special 

matrix to score the paint jobs. This will give your army a potential score out of 15 (or 

15%  of your overall score) Obviously if your army isn’t painted you can’t score in this 

section. However, the matrix is very liberal and rewards effort in converting, basing 
and just getting colour on your miniatures. Players and spectators will then be asked 

to judge the best 5 show case models or squadrons on the day. This will give a bonus 

to the top 5 players with 1st place getting 5 points bonus, 2nd place getting 4 points, 

etc. 

 

So even if your whole army isn’t painted it is worth entering the showcase 

miniature or squad from your army and try to get the bonus points to add to your 

overall. 

 

- DEATH DEALER EXTRAODINAIRE - 
 

With its focus as a hobby tournament ‘Oblivion’s Gate’ places more focus on 
the love of the games rather than pure winning itself. This will give players the 

opportunity to bring forces that they may otherwise feel are too weak to bring into a 

tournament setting. This award deals with those players that bring the hardest army 

they can. The tournament organisers will give an initial rating, and then your 

opponents will also rate it. 

 

After each game vote on how hard your opponent’s army is: 

1 - ‘You took this list to a tournament?’  

2 - Pretty damned soft. 

3 - A reasonable army. 

4 - A hard-ish tournament army. 

5 - ‘Oh Dear God! You’re a monster!’ 

 

The scores will then be averaged across your 6 games and converted to a 

total out of 5% of your overall. Why this score. Well, its reverse psychology really. A 

lot of players who are not painting legends complain it is hard to win overall without 

a painted force. This is a bonus to people focused on winning thru sheer skill of arms 



and being able to optimize army lists. Also being that all troops have “without 

number” there will be arguable debate as to whether to take soft troop heavy lists 

and hope you don’t get nuked on Victory points but take the wins or whether to go for 

hard list shell shock smoke ‘em and run lists. This is not intended to be a form of 

comp, moreover an interesting bonus, for the seasoned veterans of the 40k realm 

and newcomer to tournament scene alike. 

 

-COMMISSAR'S JUDGEMENT – 

 
Etiquette and sportsmanship is a huge part of enjoying a good tournament. 

Sportsmanship is not simply a score about how nice a person is (although it helps) 

or if that was the best game you ever played (although it does happen). It covers 

etiquette (being a sore loser or a braggard winner), knowledge of the core rules and 

army codex, ability to resolve disputes quickly and without T.O. intervention, 

competitive play (so no I don’t care if I win or not so I won’t even bother trying 

attitude – this is a tournament after all ), enjoyment of the game (did we nearly come 

to blows or did we simply have a good time). The reason the score is necessary, 

whilst generally accepted WA players are pretty good sports, is to ensure this 

tournament is a safe and enjoyable environment for all players. No physical, verbal 

or other intimidation of any kind will be tolerated, but also ruining your opponent’s 

game with bad attitudes is to be frowned upon. At the end of each game you will be 

asked to rate your game out of 5. 3 being average, it was good, smooth with only a 

couple of minor hiccups etc and pretty normal sportsmanship. 5 is your opponent 

was an absolute pleasure to play against, and knew the rules inside out so the game 

ran like a dream. 1 being I would never play that person again. The 6 scores you 

receive will be averaged to correlate to 15% of your overall score, with the player 

scoring the most of the two days being awarded the “Commissar’s Judgement” award. 

In the case of a tie, battle points will decide the victor after which point the T.O. will 

decide. If any player receives too many extreme high (5’s) or extreme low (1’s) scores 

the T.O. will ask the players to explain their reasoning. 
 

CHECKLIST 
 

• Your entry ticket. 
• Miniatures and repair equipment. 
• Two copies of your submitted force list. 
• Rulebooks and source material. 
• Reference Sheets. 
• Tape measure. 
• Dice. 
• Pencils, pens, and paper for recording information. 
• Money for lunch, snacks, etc 
• Panadol 

 

 



NOTES 
 

TGA will be holding a mega raffle at ‘Oblivion’s Gate’. Tickets will cost $2.00 

each or $5.00 for three and will be limited to 100. The winning ticket will be drawn on 

Sunday, 17th April after all presentations have been completed. The amazing prize for 

this mega raffle will be $50.00 worth of product (some exclusive to TGA!) from TGA’s 

hobby display cabinet.     
 

 


